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1. Introduction 

Effective and safe road network is essential to economic growth and social welfare (Islamic 
Republic of Iran Majlis, 2005). More than 550 million tons of goods are transported by road 
network in Islamic Republic of Iran, which is a large amount of total cargo transportation's rate 
(RMTO, 2009). Overloading of vehicles increases safety risk and pavement damages (Planning 
and Management Organization, 1996), so to improve road safety and restrain pavement 
damages, legislation based on maximum allowable axle and total load is applied for heavy 
vehicles, which are passing on the roads (Mohammadi, 1999). Law enforcement control is 
done by weighing control equipments, which have been installed near the arterial roads, and 
to evaluate law enforcement, clustering method can be used as an effective technique. 
Clustering method is used to classify data and decision making in transportation studies. 
Some researchers (Ahmed and Kanhere, 2007) used clustering method for public transport 
modeling in order to improve situation and possibility of changing decision in public 
transportation. They showed that using a step forward algorithm for clustering the nodes in 
finding routes problems while using clustering method, improves effectiveness of algorithm.  
Clustering has been used to classify accident types (Depaire et al. 2008). They used a model 
based on clustering data, which divide accident data to 7 homogenous groups and finally 
analyzed injuries in each group .Comparing results based on divided groups and total data 
analysis showed that classifying data could be used for safety issues researchers with more 
accuracy. 
(Fielding et. al 1985) used clustering method for analyzing transit systems equipments, 
considering vehicle's size, average speed, urban transportation situation, and bus specified 
routes, and have classified transit situation to 12 categories. Difference of characteristics for 
all categories was identified using variance analysis, detached group and tree decision-
making method. Grouping data were made by seven main transit efficiency factors and 
finally some suggestion for each group was supposed to productivity evaluation.  
In this paper after a brief review on methods of controlling cargo transportation and existing 
regulation in rural roads network, an evaluation method of trucks weighing control is 
presented using clustering analysis method. For evaluation and comparing results, available 
data on trucks weighing control, which have been collected by local authorities in all over 
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the country, have been analyzed based on clustering and finally weighing stations have 
been categorized in different groups. 

2. Goods transportation controlling on road network 

Overloading vehicles are important from two sides of decreasing transportation safety and 
fateful damages on roads surface and infrastructures. Overloaded vehicles in addition to 
damage road surface, because of Pre-designing of braking system particularly at slides and 
curves, endanger other vehicles. Increasing goods' transportation will lead to economical 
growth from one side of the view, and the other side will increase maintenance costs and 
safety risks. Studies show that the most important factor of roads destruction is heavy 
vehicle's axle load. Based on researches the damage on roads surface is related to the vehicle 
axle load by a non-linear acceleration rate mostly in a polynomial equation of forth degree. 
Because of limited budget in roads maintenance activities, it is essential to apply over 
loaded vehicles limitation rules effectively. In spite of heavy maintenance costs, do not 
repairing road surfaces leads to destroy vehicles and decreasing traffic speed, so pavement 
management is very important issue because of overloading vehicles passage .  
At the present, the method of trucks weighing control in Iran is using weighing control 
equipments including static, dynamic, and portable scales at weighing stations (and Weigh 
in Motion System in 6 points). Maximum permitted axle load for different types of heavy 
vehicles, which has been identified by laws, is under the control of weighing stations.  

3. Proposed method 

According to importance of controlling overloaded vehicles, performance evaluation of 
weighing control is inevitable. Identifying effective parameters on weighing control, data 
standardizing and ranking weighing stations have done in this paper in the sequence 
process using a well-known method of statistical process of clustering. 

3.1 Clustering method 

Clustering method is a statistical method that divides observation data according to their 
similarity to homogenous and detached groups (Sharma, 1996). In this method, similarity 
criterion is firstly identified. The number of groups would be analyzed and recognized. 
Observation data in each group are similar to each other based on similarity criterion and 
each group is different from the other groups. It is possible to consider more than one 
variable simultaneously as similarity criterion in clustering method. However, there are 
some different methods of identifying similarity criterions, but the common method for 
defining similarity is known as equation number 1 while the similarity of itk and jtk 
observed data of kth variable is defined by P2ij. 

 2 2

1

(   )
p

ij ik jk
k

P x x
=

= ∑  (1) 

Clustering is a hierarchically process means that the nearest observations are merged 
continuously to make larger groups. This process will be continued until number of groups 
is reached to the proposed number of desired clusters. Merging observations is done by 
different methods such as Centroid, Farthest- Neighbour, Nearest- Neighbour, Average 
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Linkage, and Ward method usually chosen by analysts based on acceptable frequency. 
Based on experience, experts’ view and comparing results of clustering Ward method is 
used to merge data in this research. 

3.2 Data normalization 

Because of existing the effective parameters in decision-making techniques, if there are 

different dimensions, for variables normalization or standardizing methods are used to 

assimilate (Sharma, 1996). If data can be fitted by a normal distribution function, 

normalization method is used. In addition, there are different methods of output and input 

data normalization, which the most regular methods convert data to, numbers between 0 to 

1 and -1 to 1. Equations (2) and (3) converts data to zero to 1 numbers and are used for data 

more than zero. 
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If it is necessary to convert data in the range of -1 to 1, equation (4) is used: 
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In order to standardize data assuming distribution function is normal, equation (5) is used 
which Xold is preliminary amount of factor and Xnew is standardized form: 
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3.3 Data gathering 

To evaluate truck's weighing control performance, number of registered overloaded 

vehicles, amount of detected overload, the type of scale, average heavy vehicle's daily 

traffic, and number of overloaded vehicles with more than 5 tons overload are collected 

from all over the country in 6 mount period to use defined below parameters: 

• Number of registered overloaded vehicles of six months period 

• Detected amount of overloading of six months period 

• Proportion of registered overloaded vehicles of six months period to the same period in 
last year 

• Proportion of detected amount of overloading of six months period to the same period 
in last year 

• Average heavy vehicles daily traffic of six months period 
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• The fraction of number of overloaded vehicles with more than 5 ton overload to total 
registered overloaded vehicles of six months period 

Tables 1 and 2 show maximum, minimum, average, and standard deviation of collected data 
before and after standardizing data respectively. As it is observed, to homogenize data, 
standardization is used because of having a normal distribution function. 
 

Experimental Data 

Parameter's Name Row Standard 
Deviation 

Average Min Max 

255 193 2 1754 Number of registered overloaded vehicles1 

655 519 2 4014 Detected amount of overloading(ton) 2 

143 88 -96 615 
Proportion of detected overloaded vehicles 
of six months period to the same period in 

last year 

3 

162 89 -94 718 
Amount of detected overloading proportion 
of six months period to the same period in 

last year 

4 

6493 3887 103 41059 Average daily heavy vehicles traffic 5 

0.09 0.07 0 0.35 
Number of more than 5 ton overloaded 

vehicles to number of total overload 
proportion 

6 

Table 1. Parameters, experimental data 

. 

Standardized Data 

Parameter's Name Row Standard 
Deviation 

Average Min Max 

1 0 -0.75 6.12 
Number of detected overloaded 

vehicles 
1 

1 0 -0.79 5.37 Detected amount of overloading(ton) 2 

1 0 -1.29 3.69 
Proportion of detected overloaded 
vehicles of six months period to the 

same period in last year 

3 

1 0 -1.13 3.89 
Amount of detected overloading 

proportion of six months period to the 
same period in last year 

4 

1 0 -0.58 5.72 Average daily heavy vehicles traffic 5 

1 0 -0.87 3.16 
Number of more than 5 ton overloaded

vehicles to number of total overload 
proportion 

6 

Table 2. Parameters, standardized data 
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3.4 Setting number of clusters 

The number of clusters is specified in two ways. In the first method, analysts specify 
number of clusters when the number of clusters needs to be applied to other decision-
making process, for example using clustering method to fuzzy modeling. Second method of 
specifying number of clusters, is minimizing Within-Group Sum of Squares (Sharma, 1996) 
while the sum of total deviation is calculated and number of clusters is identified in such a 
way that inter clusters sum of squares, which is named missed sum of squares, would be 
minimized. Also proportional sum of deviation squares as Between-Group Sum of Squares 
is used as a criterion to specifying number of clusters.  
Since the number of clusters in this research work is not too important, second method 
which is more scientific has been used and the number of clusters is specified in such a way 
that minimizes Within-Group, deviation. Table 3 shows total deviation, Within-Group and 
Between-Group deviation and proportion of Within-Group to total deviation which is 
decision making parameter.  
According to table (3), if it is proposed that 85 percent of deviation is reserved, number of 
clusters would be 16, and if it is proposed to reserve 90 percent of deviation, number of 
clusters would be 22. As it is shown at table (3) rest of deviations after 22 would change 
slowly means increasing the number of clusters doesn’t have significant rule in decision 
process.  
Figure (1) shows changes in total deviation, Within-Group and Between-Group deviation 

based on the number of clusters. As it has been shown in this figure, difference between 

Total deviation and Between-Group deviation would be decreased after 16, since 16 

covers 85 percent of deviations, so in this research 16 number of clusters has been 

considered to evaluate weighing stations performance in controlling goods transported by 

heavy vehicles. 

 

Row 
Number 

of 
Clusters 

Deviation From Average Sum of Square Errors 

Total 
Within 
Groups 

Between 
Groups 

Proportion of 
Between Groups to 

Total 

1 4 750 352 398 53 

2 6 750 236 514 69 

3 8 750 183 567 76 

4 10 750 156 594 79 

5 12 750 145 605 81 

6 14 750 122 628 84 

7 16 750 113 637 85 

8 18 750 102 648 86 

9 20 750 81 669 89 

10 22 750 77 673 90 

11 24 750 68 682 91 

12 26 750 63 687 92 

13 28 750 61 689 92 

14 30 750 55 695 93 

Table 3. Deviation from average sum of square errors 
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Fig. 1. Plot of square errors (Within, Between and Total) 

4. How to use MATLAB software 

There is a command in MATLAB software, which has ability to cluster observations based 
on many parameters. As shown in tables 1 and 2, there are six parameters for clustering. 
Clusterdata is a well-known command in order to cluster data. There is a matrix 126×6 
contains data used in this research work. If matrix named as X figure 2 shows the format of 
data. 
 

Code X(:,1) X(:,2) X(:,3) X(:,4) X(:,5) X(:,6) 

5707 0.011113 -0.0353 -0.64109 -0.81193 -0.46864 -0.86858 

5704 0.819076 0.992241 -0.65484 -0.90436 -0.36345 -0.86858 

… … … … … … … 

5108 0.611202 1.519068 -0.08919 -0.82648 0.333153 0.958812 

5106 -0.68703 -0.72033 0.783371 1.209399 0.448663 -0.86858 

Fig. 2. Matrix contains data with six parameters 

When command ''clusterdata'' is typed, results, are generated and are shown in a matrix 

contain two columns. The first column corresponds the row of observation and the second 

corresponds assigned cluster. For example if the first row of result matrix contains, 1 and 15, 

it means that station coded as 5707 in the first row of matrix X, belong to the 14th cluster. 

The other command in MATLAB is kmeans, which is used to calculate the distance between 
observation and centre of the cluster. There is a output variable of SUMD in kmeans 
command to set distances and within group sum of square errors will be calculated by sum 
of the square distances of variable SUMD. Between sum of square errors will be calculated 
by total sum of square errors minus within sum of square errors while total sum of square 
errors is calculated as below (Sharma, 1996): 

Total sum of square errors = (126-1) × 6 = 750 

When 126 is the number of observations and 6 is the number of standardized parameters. 
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5. Results 

Considering the number of clusters by 16 and Ward Method to merging data, using 
clustering method of well-known software of MATLAB version R2008a, weighing station 
grades considering six identified variables are presented as table 4. 
 

Class Station’s code 
Number of 

stations 

1 1126, 3603 2 

2 3607, 3601 2 

3 4507, 4102, 8708, 2109 4 

4 1106 1 

5 1125, 1104, 5408, 8701 4 

6 5409, 8705, 8706, 3202, 2110, 9101 6 

7 5108, 5107, 5109, 9703, 9702 5 

8 1190, 1112, 3609, 3606, 3602, 7504 6 

9 1108, 3608, 3604 3 

10 9748, 4502, 8709, 3203, 3303, 7702, 2107 7 

11 5102, 1122, 7503, 5401, 5406, 1403, 4110, 2104, 5703, 5704 11 

12 
5106, 1116, 4508, 4553, 4506, 4106, 41014, 4108, 4106, 4104, 6108, 

6107, 2116, 2106, 9104, 9105 
14 

13 2105, 6401, 5402, 5403, 5404, 9701, 9506, 9502, 2111, 2105 10 

14 
5104, 1103, 1114, 7502, 4503, 4501, 4504, 1405, 4117, 6110, 6105, 8702, 

7701, 2108, 2101, 5701, 5702, 5707 
19 

15 
6402, 6404, 6403, 5407, 6106, 6102, 6101, 8704, 3201, 3301, 7706, 9505, 

9501, 2103, 2102, 9103, 9102 
17 

16 
3610, 7505, 6405, 4114, 4111, 4122, 4109, 4105, 4112, 4101, 6108, 6103, 

7704, 9503, 5706 
15 

Table 4. Results (Clusters contain the number of stations) 

6. Conclusion and future research 

In this research, number of detected overloaded vehicles, amount of overload, scale's type, 

average heavy vehicle's daily traffic, and number of overloaded vehicles with more than 5 

ton overload are collected from all over the country in a six month period and using 

standardization method are homogenized. By using minimum deviation method of Average 

within-Groups, number of clusters is calculated and considering Ward method for merging 

data, and using clustering method, the performance of weighing stations have been 

classified in 16 groups. Results show that this method is appropriate to use evaluation of 

weighing control performance in weighing stations.  

Future studies, recommended using ranking method by similarity factors for traffic laws 

enforcement control, and any other important factors such as vehicles speed, overtaking, 

and left diversion control. Ranking enforcement stations and at a wider view ranking 

provinces could provide a comprehensive and precise image for mangers about 

enforcement stations performance. 
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